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ABSTRACT: The rapid heating of carbon-fiber-reinforced
polymer matrix composites leads to complex thermophysical
interactions which not only are dependent on the thermal
properties of the constituents and microstructure but are also
dependent on the thermal transport between the fiber and
resin interfaces. Using atomistic molecular dynamics simu-
lations, the thermal conductance across the interface between a
carbon-fiber near-surface region and bismaleimide monomer
matrix is calculated as a function of the interface and bulk
features of the carbon fiber. The surface of the carbon fiber is
modeled as sheets of graphitic carbon with (a) varying degrees
of surface functionality, (b) varying defect concentrations in
the surface-carbon model (pure graphitic vs partially graphitic),
(c) varying orientation of graphitic carbon at the interface, (d) varying interface saturation (dangling vs saturated bonds), (e)
varying degrees of surface roughness, and (f) incorporating high conductive fillers (carbon nanotubes) at the interface. After
combining separately equilibrated matrix system and different surface-carbon models, thermal energy exchange is investigated in
terms of interface thermal conductance across the carbon fiber and the matrix. It is observed that modifications in the studied
parameters (a−f) often lead to significant modulation of thermal conductance across the interface and, thus, showcases the role
of interface tailoring and surface-carbon morphology toward thermal energy exchange. More importantly, the results provide key
bounds and a realistic degree of variation to the interface thermal conductance values at fiber/matrix interfaces as a function of
different surface-carbon features.

KEYWORDS: carbon fibers, BMI resin, molecular dynamics, interfaces, thermal conductance

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, laser technology is being used in a wide variety of fields
including communications, industrial and environmental
applications, medicine, and materials’ research and develop-
ment (R&D). Some of the key areas in materials’ R&D include
mass spectral analysis using matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization (MALDI)1 and fabrication and machining of micro-/
nano-patterned surfaces and thin films using pulsed or
continuous lasers (such as fabrication of nanoelectronic devices
and patterning of polymeric nanocomposites).2,3 Our specific
interest lies in how different lasers interact with the polymeric
composite materials, what parameters govern the interaction
behavior, and how these laser−composite interactions lead to
evolution of composites’ thermophysical properties over time.
The basic mechanism of laser interaction with materials

involves many nonequilibrium processes (thermal, mechanical,
chemical, and physical) at varying length and time scales caused
by fast deposition of laser energy and its dissipation in various
forms.4,5 Because of the rapid heating rate, these non-

equilibrium processes cause spatial variability in thermophysical
and mechanical properties of the matrix such as local heating,
local matrix degradation due to sudden local increase in
temperature, pressure wave formation, etc.4,5 In the context of
polymeric composites, it is often desired to delay the onset of
ablation and keep the composite intact by tailoring the
interfaces between matrix and fillers (such as carbon fibers,
carbon nanotubes, exfoliated graphite/graphene, and metallic
nano-/micro-particles, etc.) by modulating the interactions
between the two components. Since the ablation onset is
primarily driven by a rise in temperature, it becomes crucial to
understand individual thermal conduction characteristics of the
matrix and fillers (thermal conductivity), as well as of their
mutual interface (interface thermal conductance).
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Within the framework of carbon-fiber-based nano-/micro-
composites, several experimental techniques (laser flash,
photoacoustic, 3ω, thermoreflectance, infrared microscopy,
etc.) have been employed to measure the thermal conductivity
of individual components as well as the “effective” thermal
conductivity of the nanocomposites.6,7 However, because of the
small length scales involved, it has been significantly challenging
to directly and accurately measure the nanocomposite interface
features, both morphological (roughness, interfacial bonding
nature, fractional contact area, etc.) and thermal transport
characteristics. Most of the experimentally reported values of
interface thermal conductance for carbon-based nanocompo-
sites are evaluated indirectly (fitting the measured experimental
data using different mathematical models, often requiring
thermal properties of individual components as input
parameters).8−14

On the contrary, because of the sharpness of molecular
interfaces, atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations15

offer an alternative as well as a direct approach to calculate the
thermal energy exchange across matrix/filler interfaces in terms
of interface thermal conductance. In these simulations, only the
details of microscopic interactions need to be specified (often
extracted using quantum chemical calculations) and no further
assumptions need to be made in order to investigate the
equilibrium or nonequilibrium phenomenon happening at
these time scales. To date, within the framework of carbon/
polymeric interfaces, most molecular modeling reports have
estimated thermal conductance primarily with either carbon
nanotubes or single/few-layer graphene (1−2 nm fill-
ers).14,16−30 Furthermore, in many of these studies, interface
functionalization has been used as the key parameter to tailor
the interfacial thermal transport characteristics.18,20,23,24,27,29,30

In principle, apart from interface functionalization, several
other parameters could be altered to modulate the thermal
transport across carbon-fiber/matrix interfaces. This could
include interface characteristics such as interface roughness, the
nature of dangling bonds, incorporation of high conductive
fillers (nanotubes, metal nanoparticles) at the interface; carbon-
f iber characteristics such as its amorphous or graphitic nature
and graphitic orientation near the interface; and matrix features
such as degree of curing, local crystallinity, or molecular order
near the interface, etc. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
these parameters have either not been explored or been
explored in a very limited way from the perspective of interface
thermal conductance across carbon-fiber/matrix interfaces.
This work addresses several of the highlighted issues to (a)

model different types of carbon-fiber surface models ranging
between ∼5 and ∼17 nm (mimicking the near-surface region of
carbon fiber to a much larger scale than what is reported to
date); (b) model high-temperature BMI monomeric resins
(specifically Matrimid BMI-5292 because of its high temper-
ature stability) with atomistic resolution; and (c) model the
effect of the aforementioned parameters (including functional-
ization) on carbon-fiber/BMI-matrix interfacial thermal trans-
port in a single comprehensive study.
It is important to point out that while modeling thermal

transport across carbon-fiber/crosslinked resin is ideal, the
following study investigates the transport characteristics across
its uncrosslinked counterpart because of the following reasons.
(A) Cross-linking reactions in BMI are notably more complex
than well-studied epoxy-based resins. For example, unlike
curing in epoxy, BMI curing consists of five different reaction
pathways;31,32 (B) Specific reaction pathways are temperature

dependent, and their relative importance to experimental
conditions are not well-quantified. (C) Inclusion of cross-
linking would significantly broaden the scope of the
investigation, i.e., investigating the effect of the degree of
curing and the effect of different reactions and their relative
occurrence on investigated properties, etc. We do, however,
discuss the possible modulation of interfacial thermal transport
because of curing phenomenon toward the end of the article.
Understanding thermal transport across the carbon-fiber and
monomeric matrix interface is also pertinent from the
perspective of laser-assisted curing of carbon-fiber composites.
Here, the interfacial thermal transport is expected to govern the
heat flow from carbon fiber to the matrix (most of the laser
energy is absorbed by the carbon fiber), subsequently
determining the temperature rise and distribution in the
monomeric matrix and thus affecting its curing kinetics.31,32

2. SIMULATION SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
The section is divided into five subsections, dealing with the (a)
preparation of BMI matrix, (b) preparation of different surface-carbon
and (c) interface models, (d) preparation of combined systems for
thermal conductance calculations, and (e) simulation methodology for
thermal conductance calculations.

2.1. Matrix Preparation. The BMI resin (Matrimid BMI-5292) is
composed of 4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane (BMPM) and O,O′-
diallylbisphenol A (DABPA) monomers, often in a 1:1 molar ratio.33,34

The schematic representations of these monomers, along with their
molecular structures, are shown in Figure 1. As a part of the initial

simulation setup, these monomers were constructed in Materials
Studio.35 Among several all atom force fields tested (CVFF,36 PCFF,37

and GAFF38,39) for successful generation of bonded and nonbonded
parameters, only the general amber force field (GAFF) was able to
generate all of the required parameters. Hence, GAFF parameters were
employed to model the BMI matrix as well as all carbon-surface
models for this study. It is often reported that when employing GAFF
force field, restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) charges are best
suited to model organic or biomolecules.38,39 For our simulations,
RESP charge estimations and fittings were performed using
GAUSSIAN09 software40 and RESP code within the framework of
the R.E.D. program.41 The LAMMPS package was employed to carry
out all molecular dynamics simulations.42 For van der Waals
interactions, a distance cutoff value of 12 Å was used while PPPM
(particle−particle−particle mesh) technique was used to model long-
range Columbic interactions as implemented in LAMMPS.

First, a system of ∼9500 atoms was created by replicating both BMI
monomers 108 times (total) along x-, y-, and z-directions. Following
the initial minimization, MD simulations were carried out in NVT
(canonical) ensemble to equilibrate the temperature at 300 K for 200
ps, followed by NPT (isothermal−isobaric) ensemble to equilibrate
the density (and pressure) for 5 ns with independent barostats along
the x-, y-, and z-directions. Afterward, 200 ps equilibration was
performed in NVE (microcanonical) ensemble to confirm the energy

Figure 1. Molecular structure and schematic representation of the two
monomer components of the Matrimid BMI-5292 resin. Color
scheme: cyan, carbon; blue, nitrogen; red, oxygen; silver, hydrogen.
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Figure 2. Several schematics of generated carbon-fiber surface models pertaining to (a) graphitic orientation; (b) incorporation of sp3 defects within
the graphitic structure (structure before and after bonding is also shown; purple, sp3 carbon atoms; cyan, sp2 carbon atoms); (c) effective fiber
thickness; (d) interface functionalization (close-up interface region of two functionalized cases are also shown); (e) interface roughness with
different roughness wavelengths and amplitude (perspective view is shown to reveal two-dimensional roughness features); (f) incorporation of
bonded CNTs at the interface (close-up picture of nanotube cap is also shown); and (g) saturation of interface bonds (saturated H atoms are shown
as blue spheres in close-up perspective).
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conservation of the equilibrated system. For these simulations,
periodic boundary conditions were employed in all three orthogonal
directions to mimic bulk-like behavior. A time step of 1.0 fs was used
during the equilibration phase. After successful equilibration, the
system was subjected to a series of additional simulations for
estimation and experimental comparison of the glass transition
temperature, room temperature density, coefficient of thermal
expansion, and thermal conductivity for the validation of the employed
force field, which are reported elsewhere.43

2.2. Carbon-Surface Models: Bulk Features Preparation.
Intrinsic carbon-fiber parameters such as graphitic order and its
orientation with respect to heat flow direction, content of amorphous
carbon within the carbon fiber, and sp2/sp3 bond ratio are important
parameters which impact its bulk thermal transport characteristics. In
principle, these parameters could also affect how interfaces of such
fibers with organic matrices respond to an applied thermal gradient. In
order to explore this, we generated several of such models
incorporating differences in the aforementioned bulk carbon-fiber
features which are discussed as follows.
2.2.1. Graphitic Orientation. In order to investigate the impact of

graphitic layer orientation on interfacial thermal transport, several
carbon-surface models were created with several different orientation
angles of graphitic layers, ranging from 0° to 90° with respect to the x-
direction (parallel to the interface). We will refer to these cases as Cθ,
where θ represents the orientation angle of the graphitic layers with
respect to the interface. Several models, with orientation angles of 0°,
8°, 16°, 24.5°, 33°, 41°, 51°, 66°, and 90° were created using in-house
scripts with a fiber surface thickness of 10 nm. The details of building
the carbon-surface models with different orientations are outlined in
Supporting Information section S1. Figure 2a shows a few
representative cases of carbon-surface models with graphitic
orientations of C0, C33, and C90.
2.2.2. Incorporation of Defects. From the perspective of defects

inclusion, pristine graphitic and amorphous carbon fibers represent
two extremes of structural order. While models of pristine graphitic
carbon are discussed in earlier text, interface thermal conductance
across amorphous carbon and BMI matrix was recently modeled by us
and is discussed elsewhere.43 In this study, we create partially defective
graphitic carbon-fiber surface models and investigate the effect of
structural graphitic defects within carbon fibers on thermal
conductance across fiber/matrix interfaces.
The defective graphitic carbon models can either be generated by

incorporating defects in the pristine graphite or incorporating graphitic
order starting from fully amorphous carbon.44 For this study, the
former route is chosen to create graphitic models with defects.45 In
this approach, we create interlayer bonding between carbon atoms and
modify their hybridization from sp2 to sp3. Here, we make use of the
fact that, in AB layer stacking of graphite, there is one set of atom pair
which lie on top of each other (looking along the c-axis), where atoms
are 3.4 Å apart.46 We randomly choose a predetermined number of
such pairs (based on the final defect concentration), move atoms in
each pair closer toward each other (1 Å each), and create a bond
between the two. The bond creation is followed by updating the
surrounding topology information (adding several new bond angles
and dihedral angles and deleting two improper angles). By doing so,
several models were created with volumetric defect concentrations
ranging up to ∼6 defects/nm3 for three graphitic orientations, namely,
C0, C41, and C90, and are shown in Figure 2b, which also shows the
structural changes before and after the bond creation for a
representative case.
2.2.3. Fiber Surface Morphology Thickness. In order to explore the

effect of thickness of fiber surface morphology (effective system size in
MD simulations), several models were created with varying carbon-
fiber thicknesses along the z-direction. Here, the C41 graphitic
orientation model with thickness values ranging from 6 to 18 nm
were created by deleting atoms on the boundaries of a much longer
C41 model along the z-direction. Two of the created systems are shown
in Figure 2c.
2.3. Carbon-Surface Models: Interface Features Preparation.

In addition to bulk carbon-fiber surface characteristics, interface

modification can also provide substantial modulation of interfacial
thermal transport characteristics as evident from previous studies,
mainly focused on functionalization.18,20,23,24,27,29,30 Below, we detail
other interface modifications (in addition to functionalization) that can
be employed to modify interface thermal conductance across fiber/
matrix interfaces.

2.3.1. Functionalization. In order to investigate the effect of
interface functionalization, five different carbon-surface models were
created using graphitic orientation model C90 with a surface
functionalization density ranging from 0.05 to 0.55 molecules/nm2.
Among different graphitic orientation models, the C90 model was
chosen for interface functionalization studies because of two primary
reasons; (a) in literature, most investigations dealing with the effect of
interface functionalization on thermal conductance have been
performed on C0 type interfaces, such as the side wall of CNTs or
surface modification in single-layer/few-layer graphene, and their
outcomes are well-investigated; and (b) the C90 model provides the
most number of possible functionalization sites because of the most
number of edge carbon atoms among nonzero graphitic orientation
models. For the C90 model, interface functionalization was carried out
by bonding one of the monomers (DABPA) to the edge carbon atoms
of a C90 carbon surface. In order to carry out bonding at the interface,
first, a combined system of a BMI-matrix and C90 graphitic model was
created. Then, a predetermined number of DABPA molecules were
slowly dragged to the carbon-fiber surface over the course of an NVT
MD simulation. Thereafter, bonds were created between the “hydroxyl
O” (of DABPA) and “nearest edge carbon atom” using an in-house
script, also updating new topology information (angles, dihedrals, and
new force-field parameter assignment, etc.). The full procedure for
functionalization and updating topology is outlined in detail in
Supporting Information section S2. A few representative function-
alized DABPA monomers (surrounding matrix removed for
clarification) are shown in Figure 2d.

2.3.2. Roughness. The effect of carbon-fiber surface roughness on
interfacial thermal transport was modeled by creating rough graphitic
edges for a C90 graphitic system (Please see Supporting Information
section S3 for specific details regarding generation of various
roughness models). Here, nine carbon-surface models were created
with varying sinusoidal roughness features (amplitude and wavelength)
along both x- and y-directions. Specifically, roughness with three
different amplitudes, i.e., 1, 2 and 3 nm, and 3 different wavelengths,
i.e., ∼1.7, ∼2.5, and ∼5 nm, were modeled. A few schematic carbon-
surface models with varying roughness features are shown in Figure 2e.

2.3.3. CNT Incorporation at the Interface. In addition to
functionalization and roughness, incorporating highly conductive
nanofillers at the interface can also significantly modulate interfacial
thermal transport. For example, CNTs grown directly in carbon fibers
(also known as fuzzy carbon fibers) could provide additional surface
area to interact with the matrix, potentially enhancing overall thermal
transport characteristics. In order to mimic such an interface, several
models were created by covalently bonding (10,10) end-capped single-
wall CNTs of different lengths (∼3.8, ∼6, and ∼9 nm) to a C90
carbon-surface model. The end-capping of the CNTs was achieved
using NanoCap software.47 The details of the bonding, such as how
the junction was created along with other specific details, are outlined
in Supporting Information section S4. The schematic representations
of all three CNT bonded carbon-surface models are shown in Figure
2f.

2.3.4. Interface Saturation. From previous discussion, it should be
noted that our graphitic carbon surface models (C8−C90) have
unsaturated or undersaturated valence for the edge atoms. In order to
estimate if saturation of such valence could have significant impact on
interfacial thermal transport, we saturated four of the nine graphitic
models, namely, C16, C33, C51, and C90, with hydrogen atoms for
interface thermal conductance calculations. The visual differences
between unsaturated and saturated surface-carbon atoms are shown in
Figure 2g for the C33 graphitic model.

Afterward, each of the prepared carbon-surface models was
subjected to equilibration in NVT, NPT, and NVE ensembles for
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200, 2000, and 200 ps with time steps of 1, 1, and 0.5 fs, respectively,
prior to combining with the matrix.
2.4. Combined Preparation. To calculate interface thermal

conductance across the fiber/matrix interface, combined systems were
created using relaxed BMI-matrix and separately equilibrated surface-
carbon models (graphitic orientation, defects, fiber thickness, rough-
ness, and interface saturation) to mimic the fiber/matrix interface
(Figure 3a). We should point out that functionalized and CNT-

incorporated systems were combined during carbon-surface model
preparations as discussed in Supporting Information sections S2 and
S4, respectively. For the remaining cases, an in-house script was
written to merge the two structures in order to generate the initial
combined geometries. Within this code, the BMI matrix in the
equilibrated slab-like geometry (4 times replication along the z-
direction of the original system followed by its equilibration) was
combined with the equilibrated carbon-surface models to generate
initial coordinates for modeling matrix/fiber interface systems in
LAMMPS format (Figure 3a) (∼60,000 atoms in each simulation).
While combining both structures, a 5 Å gap was purposely included to
avoid overlap of atoms. Interaction between the matrix and fiber was
evaluated using van der Waals interactions. Prior to thermal
conductance simulations, all combined systems were equilibrated for
200, 2000, and 200 ps in NVT, NPT, and NVE ensembles, respectively,
with respective time steps of 1, 1, and 0.5 fs. We should point out that,
during equilibration, the orientation angle for C90 cases was eventually
equilibrated to ∼83°, while orientation angles for other graphitic cases
did not change to a noticeable degree.
2.5. Interface Thermal Conductance Calculations. The

thermal conductance across BMI-matrix surface-carbon models’
interfaces was calculated using nonequilibrium molecular dynamics
(NEMD) simulations from a slab-like geometry based on Fourier law
approach48 and is also schematically depicted in Figure 3b. As seen
from the figure, the outer edges of the elongated slab (1 nm) were
fixed, while the adjacent 1.5 nm bins were employed as hot and cold
thermostats, where a temperature rescaling algorithm was employed to
keep the respective temperatures to 350 and 250 K. NVE ensemble
was employed for nonthermostated regions. In order to keep the
regions at their specified temperatures, energy was continuously added
and taken off from the hot and cold regions, respectively. Our previous

studies on silicon and polymer composites have shown that thermal
conductivity and interface thermal conductance prediction is not
noticeably affected by choice of thermostats (Nose−Hoover,
Berendsen, and temperature rescaling).49−51

By applying thermostats, a temperature gradient is established over
time along the elongated slab direction, leading to a steady-state
temperature profile. Furthermore, near the interface, a temperature
discontinuity develops due to a mismatch between the vibrational
properties of the two media. The temperature profile can then be
calculated by dividing the slab into a predefined number of thin slabs
with equal thickness (2 Å for our case) and calculating the temperature
of each bin using the following equation.

∑=
=

T
Nk

m v
1

3i
i k

N

k k
B 1

2
i

(1)

where Ni is the number of atoms in the ith slab and mk and vk
correspond to atomic mass and velocity of atom k, respectively. For
the current study, each of the 2 Å bins contained ∼500 atoms. As an
example, one such steady-state temperature profile for a representative
case is shown in Supporting Information section S5 along with the
calculation of temperature discontinuity, ΔT. The interface thermal
conductance was then calculated using the following equation.

Λ =
Δ
Q

A T (2)

where Λ, A, and Q respectively correspond to interface thermal
conductance, cross-sectional area, and heat flux as estimated by the
energy dumped into hot (taken out from cold) thermostats.52 The
heat flux calculation is further discussed in Supporting Information
section S6 using the cumulative energy dumped (or taken out)
estimates for a representative case. For all cases, initial simulations
were run for about 1 ns in order to achieve steady-state. Following
that, simulations were further run for 4 ns for data collection for
temperature gradient and heat flux calculations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Next, we present and discuss the effect of various parameters on
thermal transport across the carbon-fiber/matrix interface.
Here, unlike the previous section, we have not divided the
discussion between carbon-surface and interface models but
have attempted to present the effect of different build models in
a more coherent way. We wrap up this section with a few
comments on possible modifications to interface thermal
conductance due to matrix cross-linking, which is not
investigated in this study.

3.1. Effect of Functionalization.We start this section with
discussing the effect of surface functionalization density on
interface thermal conductance as shown in Figure 4. The figure
clearly shows that the interface functionalization significantly
increases the thermal conductance across the interface with
respect to unfunctionalized interface (C90), increasing up to 4-
fold for surface functionalization density of 0.55 molecules/
nm2. The increasing trend and relative increase is in excellent
agreement with the previous literature.18,20,23,24,27,29,30 Here,
the increase in thermal conductance is attributed to the
interface bonding which provides additional pathways via
covalent bonds, in addition to van der Waals interactions, for
better thermal energy transport across the interface.
The surface functionalization is expected to occur via “end

atoms” of polymeric fragments, whose volumetric concen-
tration for oligomeric or polymeric chains is expected to be≪1
nm3. In this context, we believe that the largest modeled surface
functionalization density of 0.55 molecules/nm2 is noticeably
higher than experimentally achievable surface functionalization
densities of attaching amorphous polymeric fragments on

Figure 3. (a) Schematic representation of how the combined systems
were prepared. It should be noted that the equilibrated structure
(extreme left) has a lesser volume. (b) Schematic of nonequilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations as employed in this investigation for a
representative case. Color scheme: black, fixed atoms; red, hot
thermostated atoms; blue, cold thermostated atoms. Thermal energy is
directed from the graphitic carbon surface toward the matrix.
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carbon-fiber surfaces. Thus, current study provides an estimate
of conductance enhancement bounds, achievable in realistic
experimental conditions.
3.2. Effect of Interface Roughness. Generally, when

dealing with rough interfaces, there is an overlap region where
both components (carbon-fiber surface and matrix in our case)
are present. Estimating thermal transport across such cases
introduces the concept of “interphase” as the definition of
“interface” or a distinct “plane” becomes blurry. Such behavior
is depicted in Figure 5 for one of our model systems which
shows the presence of both graphitic carbon and matrix overlap
over a 3 nm region. In principle, one could define various
“planes” or “interfaces” (as depicted in Figure 5), but such a

definition is arbitrary and leads to different values of interface
thermal conductance based on the chosen interface (please see
Supporting Information section S7 for further discussion). In
order to avoid that ambiguity, we calculate interphase thermal
conductance between points A and B, which denote the
boundaries of the interphase region, as shown in Figure 5. The
resulting interphase thermal conductance is plotted in Figure 6

as a function of interphase width for three different wavelength
periodicities and compares the modulation with respect to the
thermal conductance of a flat interface (C90) for similar width
(black data points).
For a constant interface width, the data show that the

thermal conductance increases with decreasing periodicity. This
increase can be attributed to an increase in carbon-fiber surface
area which interacts with the matrix, leading to enhanced
thermal conduction. For modeled interface widths, our
simulations show a relative increase by a factor of 2−3 in
thermal conductance with respect to their flat counterpart. For
a constant wavelength, however, the data show that the
interphase thermal conductance does not alter significantly and
does not show a clear trend with increase in interphase width
(or roughness amplitude). While increase in interphase width
increases total thermal energy exchange (increase in surface
area), it also increases the width over which the thermal
conductance is estimated. These two features compete against
each other in interphase thermal conductance estimation
(increase in both numerator and denominator), leading to an
overall minor variation in Figure 6. Nevertheless, it is important
to note the relative increase in thermal conductance with
respect to flat interfaces as a function of roughness amplitude as
well as periodicity of roughness undulation.

3.3. Effect of CNT Incorporation at the Interface.
Similar to roughness, incorporation of CNTs at the carbon-
fiber/matrix interface reignites the conductance discussion in
terms of interphase. In this context, Figure 7 (inset) shows the
estimated thermal conductance across the interphase as
depicted by points A (fuzed junction) and B (nanotube cap).

Figure 4. Plot of interface thermal conductance as a function of surface
functionalization density for studied functionalized cases. Two
schematics of functionalized interface are also shown. Relative increase
in conductance with respect to unfunctionalized C90 case is plotted as
well.

Figure 5. Plot of steady-state temperature profile across rough
interfaces along the slab direction. Three different interfaces are
depicted within the rough interphase with dashed−dotted lines and are
discussed in Supporting Information section S7. “A” and “B” denote
opposite boundaries of the interphase. Only the upper halves of the
error bars are shown for clarity purposes.

Figure 6. Plot of interphase thermal conductance as a function of
interphase thickness for three different roughness wavelengths of 5
(red), 2.5 (green), and 1.7 nm (blue). Black data points show
“effective” thermal conductance across the same width for the flat C90
graphitic model. Only the upper halves of the error bars are shown for
clarity purposes.
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Over a length of 9 nm, only a slight decrease in conductance is
observed which is indicative of a more conductive interphase
and is attributed to an increase in effective surface area for
thermal energy transport.53 The ramifications of this slight
decrease are further substantiated in Figure 7 (main) which
plots the interphase thermal conductivity as a function of
interphase thickness. Also shown in the same plot is the
estimated thermal conductivity of the same region (including
the interface) if only the matrix were present. In addition to the
increase in effective thermal conductivity of the interface with
CNT length, the figure shows that this increase is also
noticeable (up to 2-fold for modeled cases) with respect to the
effective thermal conductivity of the pure matrix in that region.
Based on the observed trends, it is expected that higher surface
density and a longer length of covalently bonded CNTs at
carbon-fiber surfaces can greatly enhance thermal transport
properties across the fiber/matrix interface.
3.4. Effect of Fiber Surface Morphology Thickness. For

high thermal conductivity materials, such as CNTs and
graphite, it has repeatedly been shown that the system size of
MD simulations affects the prediction of thermal transport
properties because of their extremely large phonon mean free
paths.46,49,54,55 For our system, modeled graphitic surfaces of 10
nm also present a similar scenario. In order to investigate if the
thickness of graphitic surface models (equivalent to mimicking
the thickness of carbon-fiber surface morphology) has a
consequential effect on interfacial thermal transport, we
modeled several graphitic lengths for the C33 model system.
In this context, Figure 8 shows the calculated thermal
conductance values for different studied lengths ranging from
∼5 to ∼17 nm. The figure clearly shows that interface thermal
conductance does increase significantly with increasing graph-
itic length. The primary reason behind such an increase is
attributed to the inclusion of longer wavelength phonons within
the graphitic model with increasing thickness, which can couple
with the BMI matrix when they propagate to the interface.

While the simulations were performed for 10 s of nm of
graphitic thickness, the conductance values are expected to
saturate eventually, when fiber dimensions exceed character-
istics mean free path of in-plane phonons in graphite (∼μm).

3.5. Effect of Graphitic Orientation. Next, we discuss
how the orientation of graphitic layers can modulate the
thermal energy transport across the interphase. In this context,
Figure 9 plots and shows the monotonic decrease of the

estimated interface thermal conductance as a function of
graphitic orientation angle, θ. For clearer interpretation, we
separate our discussion into 0° (C0) and non-0° (C8−C90)
graphitic orientation cases. The reason being that for C8−C90
cases, graphene layers interacting with the matrix are directly
connected to the hot thermostat, while for the C0 case, energy

Figure 7. Plot of interphase thermal conductivity as a function of
interphase thickness (or CNT length). Blue data points show thermal
conductivity of CNT-bonded interphases for different widths while red
data points show “effective” thermal conductivity for the same widths
for the flat C90 graphitic model with no CNTs. Inset: Plot of
interphase thermal conductance as a function of interphase thickness
for four different studied cases: flat interface (red); 3.8 nm CNT
(green); 6 nm CNT (cyan); 9 nm CNT (pink).

Figure 8. Plot of interface thermal conductance as a function of
effective fiber thickness for the C33 graphitic model case.

Figure 9. Plot of interface thermal conductance as a function of
graphitic orientation for unsaturated (blue) and saturated (red)
interface bonds. The numbers next to the red data points show the
number of graphene layer edges at the interface. As the graphitic
orientation angle increases, so do the number of graphene layer edges.
Two schematics for C33 and C90 graphitic models demonstrate the said
increase in graphene layer edges.
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has to propagate from the hot thermostated graphene layers to
the end-graphene surface directly interacting with the matrix
through in-between mediating graphene layers via van der
Waals interactions (See Supporting Information section S8 for
better pictorial visualization).
First, the exceptionally large value (183 MWm−2 K−1) of

interface thermal conductance for case C0 is attributed to soft
low-frequency modes propagating across graphene layers.
These low-frequency modes can couple to a greater extent
with the low-frequency vibrational modes of the matrix leading
to enhanced thermal transport. Recent experiments on radial
thermal transport across large multiwall CNTs have suggested
the phonon mean free path across the out-of-plane direction of
graphite to be >100 nm.56 In view of that, it is expected that the
predicted conductance, based on 10 nm graphitic thickness, is
expected to increase notably for much thicker flat graphitic
(∼0°) carbon-fiber surfaces.
On the other extreme, thermal conductance for perpendic-

ular orientation (C90) was observed to be ∼5-fold lower (∼40
MWm−2 K−1) for the same model thickness of ∼10 nm. The
low value is attributed to the small thickness (10 nm) as well as
relatively stiff (high-frequency) propagating modes. When such
phonons reach the interface, the probability of their reflection
at the interface is greater than soft out-of-plane modes of
graphite (in the 0° case), leading to a lower value of thermal
conductance. Figure 9 also shows that interface thermal
conductance is increasing with decreasing θ for C8−C90 cases.
This increase in conductance is attributed to an increase in the
“effective length” of the graphite (L/sin(θ)). Please see
Supporting Information section S8 for visualization of the
“effective length”. In these cases, phonons predominantly
propagate along graphitic planes (in-plane modes) due to the
extremely high thermal anisotropy of graphite (>100 times)
before reaching graphene edges, which eventually dictate the
thermal transport.
3.6. Effect of Interface Bond Saturation. Figure 9 also

shows the interface thermal conductance for four different
graphitic orientations (C16, C33, C55, and C90) where we
saturated the edge carbon atoms by hydrogen atoms (H
atoms). First, for constant graphitic orientation, the figure
shows that saturated models always show higher thermal
conductance than their unsaturated counterpart. The added H
atoms contribute toward enhancing van der Waals interactions,
while taking minimal volume (small σ and short C−H bond
length), resulting in a relative increase of conductance.
On the contrary, unlike unsaturated cases, we see an increase

in conductance with increase in graphitic orientation angle. We
attribute this increasing trend to the increasing number density
of interacting atoms (H atoms) with the matrix near the
interface. As noted in the figure, the number of interacting
graphene layers’ edges increase with an increase in orientation
angle, which in turn also increases the surface number density
of H atoms, leading to enhanced van der Waals interactions
(the interactions scale as N2, N being the number of interacting
atoms). Despite the shorter effective length for large θ models,
enhanced interactions dominate and lead to an increase in
conductance, also increasing the respective gap between
saturated and unsaturated cases. We should note that while
this is a somewhat hypothetical set of simulations, it does
provide important information on how the number density of
surface interacting atoms can modulate interface thermal
conductance.

3.7. Effect of Graphitic Defects. Similar to graphitic
orientation, the defects within carbon-fiber surface models can
also affect interface thermal conductance as shown in Figure 10.

The figure shows significant decrease (∼60%) in conductance
for the C0 model with respect to modeled defect concen-
trations, while the decrease is relatively minor for C41 (∼20%)
and C90 (∼0%) graphitic models. For the former, the notable
decrease is attributed to increased perturbation in coherency of
out-of-plane modes with increased defect concentrations as
these defects (sp3) significantly reduce the phonon mean free
path along the out-of-plane direction. However, for latter
models (C41 and C90), the minor or negligible decrease is
associated with the observation that, in these cases, sp3 bonds
are orientated perpendicular to the dominant thermal transport
direction (along graphene direction), minimally perturbing the
energy carrying propagating phonons.

3.8. Effect of Matrix Cross-Linking on Interface
Thermal Conductance. Similar to intrinsic fiber properties
and interface features, it is expected that matrix properties
(cured vs uncured) would also affect interface thermal
conductance. However, this parameter space, i.e., effect of
curing, is not explored in this study. Unlike modeling of an
epoxy-based matrix curing process, which often requires
modeling a single amine−epoxy reaction,57 modeling the
curing process of BMI-5292 resin involves five separate
reactions (ene reaction, maleimide homopolymerization,
alternating maleimide−adduct co-polymerization, ene adduct
homopolymerization via propenyl groups, and dehydration/
etherification reaction) leading to a much more complex curing
pathway.31,32 The framework for the curing process involving
all five reactions is currently being formulated using atomistic
molecular dynamics simulations and would be reported in
future studies. Nevertheless, based on our previous studies on
interface thermal conductance across cured epoxy matrix and
carbon nanotubes, we foresee that the curing process is
expected to enhance the thermal conductance up to 20%.24

Figure 10. Plot of interface thermal conductance as a function of sp3

defect concentrations for three different studied graphitic models, C0,
C41, and C90. Schematics of these models for ∼3% defect
concentrations are shown for further visual clarity. Furthermore,
only the upper halves of the error bars are shown for clarity purposes.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In a single comprehensive investigation, this study explores a
series of carbon-fiber bulk and interface parameters in order to
gauge their importance toward engineering thermal transport
across carbon-fiber/matrix interfaces. Based on atomistic
molecular dynamics simulations, it is suggested that the long-
range graphitic nature of carbon-fibers near the interface, a
higher number density of surface atoms, a larger degree of
functionalization, molecular surface roughness, and incorpo-
ration of high-conductivity fillers (such as CNTs) can
significantly augment the interface thermal conductance across
the interface. On the contrary, defects within the carbon fiber,
low number density of interacting atoms, and less effective area
of interaction due to voids (not studied here) can lead to a
noticeable decrease in thermal conductance. In summary, the
presented results provide key insights into realistic bounds
(degree of variation) to the interface thermal conductance
values at fiber/matrix interfaces as a function of many different
surface-carbon morphologies. In addition, we believe that this
parametric study incorporating various key parameters has
broader ramifications on modulating thermal conductance, not
only across carbon-fiber/matrix interfaces but also in different
types of thermal interface materials as well as different
nanoscopic devices where thermal dissipation plays a crucial
role in device performance.
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